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The aim of this work is to present a model-driven system engineering framework add-on, which enables the configurations of basic software components and the generation of a runtime environment layer (RTE; interface between application and basic software) for embedded automotive systems, consistent with preexisting constraints and system descriptions. With this aim in mind a tool bridge to seamlessly transfer artifacts from system development level to software development level is described. This enables the seamless description of automotive software and software module configurations, from system level requirements to software implementation and therefore ensures both consistency and correctness for the configuration.

The document is organized as follows: Section II presents an overview of related works as well as the fundamental model-based development tool chain on which the approach is based. In Section III a description of the proposed tool and a detailed depiction of the contribution parts is provided. An application and evaluation of the approach is presented in Section IV. Finally, this work is concluded in Section V with an overview of the presented approach.
Fig. 2. Portrayal of the Approach for Generation of BSW Configuration and SW Interfaceing Files for the SW Development Phase

Fig. 1. ICC1 AUTOSAR Approach Methodology with Required Manual Intervention

II. RELATED WORK

Development of automotive embedded software as well as the configuration of the underlying basic software and embedded systems are engineering domains and research topics aimed at moving the development process to an automated work-flow for improving the consistency and tackling the complexity of the software development process across expertise and domain boundaries. Recent publications are mainly based on AUTOSAR [1] methodology.

Due to the ever increasing software complexity of the last few years more and more efforts are becoming necessary to manage the development process of automotive embedded software. To handle this complexity the AUTOSAR consortium was founded and the AUTOSAR methodology provides standardized and clearly defined interfaces between different software components. The AUTOSAR approach features three different classes of implementation (ICC - implementation conformance class). The main benefit of the AUTOSAR ICC1 approach clearly relies on the time-saving in terms of no additional familiarization with usually very complex and time-consuming AUTOSAR tools compared to the full AUTOSAR approach (ICC3). The ICC1 approach does not take advantage of the AUTOSAR benefits from the full AUTOSAR tool-chain supporting tools for RTE configuration and communication interfaces, but standardized component interfaces for exchange of data between the ASW and BSW and therefore features the separation of application specific and hardware specific software parts (like native non-AUTOSAR development). ICC1 mainly focuses on SW engineering and more specifically on the integration of ASW into a given SW architecture. However, the aspects related to control systems engineering (including HW/SW co-design) are not integrated and aspects such as HW/SW interface definition must be performed manually, as indicated in Figure 1. The tool approach introduced in this work enhances this aspect by providing a framework for the visualization of both ASW and BSW interface configuration and automated generation of these interfacing .c and .h files (see Figure 2). Furthermore, the available hardware-software interfacing (HSI) information can be used to generate basic software (BSW) components configurations and the HSI information import functionality can also handle HSI spreadsheet templates to ensure more versatility of the tool.

An approach for an AUTOSAR migration of existing automotive software is described in the work of Kum et al [10]. The authors highlight the benefits of separating the application software and the basic software and present an approach to configuration of basic software modules instead of time consuming and error-prone manual coding of embedded software. The automatic generation of automotive embedded software and the resultant configuration of the embedded systems thus improves quality as well as re-usability.

In [11], the authors describe a framework for a seamless configuration process for the development of automotive em-
bedded software. The framework is also based on AUTOSAR which defines the architecture, methodology, and application interfaces. The configuration process is established via system configuration and ECU configuration. All the configurations and descriptions used are stored in separate XML (Extensible Markup Language) files, containing described and classified parameters and the associated information. The authors additionally specify a meta-model for the AUTOSAR exchange formats that describe the ECU configuration parameter definition and the ECU configuration description.

Jo et al. [9] describe an approach for the design of a vehicular code generator for distributed automotive systems. The increasing complexity during development of an automotive embedded software and systems and the manual generation of software have the effect of leading to more and more software defects and problems. The authors thus integrated a RTE module into their earlier development phase tool to design and evolve an automated embedded code generator with a predefined generation process. The presented approach saves time through automated generation of software code, compared to manual code generation, it reduces error-prone and time-consuming tasks and is also based on an AUTOSAR aligned approach. The output of the code generator tool is limited to the RTE source code and the application programming interface (API) of the input information. As in our approach, the configuration of software modules, is not focused.

Piao et al. [15] illustrate a design and implementation approach of a RTE generator for automotive embedded software. The RTE layer is located in the middle-ware layer of the AUTOSAR software architecture and combines the top layer mentioned as application software with the underlying hardware and basic software. Automated code generation aims at moving the development steps closer together and thus improving the consistency of the software development process. The output of the automated RTE generator is communication API functions for AUTOSAR SW components of the ASW.

Focusing on software complexity, Jo et al. [7] presents a design for a RTE template structure to manage and develop software modules in automotive industry. The authors focus on the design of a RTE structure also based on the AUTOSAR methodology. Within this design they describe the Virtual Functional BUS (VFB) which establishes independence between the Application Software (ASW) and the underlying basic software (BSW) and hardware.

In [14], an approach for realizing location-transparent interaction between software components is shown. The proposed work illustrates the relationship between the RTE and the VFB and shows which artifacts of the VFB are necessary for the generation of the RTE.

A work depicting the influence of the AUTOSAR methodology on software development tool-chains is presented by Voget [19]. The tool framework presented, named ARTOP (AUTOSAR Tool Platform), is an infrastructure platform that provides features for the development of tools used for the configuration of AUTOSAR systems. The implemented features are base functionalities required for different AUTOSAR tool implementations. The work does not, however, focus on a specific tool integration.

To summarize, none of the approaches described above supports (1) the generation of source code and (2) configuration of the basic software from information available at system level and from system models. The approach we present by contrast, supports not only the automatic generation of the RTE source code, but also the automated generation of basic software configuration of embedded systems from system models.

III. Basic Software Interface and Configuration Generation Approach

The underlying concept of the approach is to have a consistent information repository as a central source of information, to store all information of all engineering disciplines involved in embedded automotive system development in a structured manner [13]. The concept focuses on allowing different engineers to do their job in their own specific way, but providing traces and dependency analysis of features concerning the overall system, e.g. safety, security, or dependability. The approach stirs out of common AUTOSAR based approaches and additionally supports a non-AUTOSAR or AUTOSAR ICC1 approach, which are frequently hampered due to a lack of supporting tools. The decision of not fostering a full AUTOSAR approach is based on the one hand on focusing not only AUTOSAR based automotive software development and on the other hand, experiences we have made with our previous approach [12] confirm the problem mentioned by Rodriguez et al. [16]. Not all development tools fully support the entire AUTOSAR standard, because of its complexity, which leads to several mutual incompatibilities and interoperability problems.

Figure 2 shows an overview of the approach and highlights the main contributions. For a more detailed overview of the orchestration for the overall development tool-chain see [13].

The tool approach introduced in this work provides a framework for the visualization of ASW and BSW interface configuration and automated generation of these interfacing .c and .h files (see Figure 2). Furthermore, the available hardware- software interfacing (HSI) information can be used to generate basic software (BSW) component configurations and the HSI information import functionality can also handle HSI spreadsheet templates to ensure more versatility of the tool. More specifically, the contribution proposed in this work consists of the following parts:

- AUTOSAR aligned UML modeling framework:
  Enhancement of an UML profile for the definition of AUTOSAR specific artifacts, more precisely, for the definition of the components interfaces (based on the virtual function bus abstraction layer), see Figure 2 – HW and SW Modeling Framework.

- BSW and HW module modeling framework:
  Enhancement of an UML profile to describe BSW components and HW components. To ensure consistency of the specification and implementation for the entire control system, see Figure 2 – HW and SW Modeling Framework.

- RTE generator:
  Enables the generation of interface files (.c and .h) between application-specific and hardware-specific software functions, see Figure 2 – ASW/BSW Interface Generator.
- **Basic software configuration generator:** Generates BSW configurations according to the specifications within the HSI definition, see Figure 2 – BSW Configurator.

- **Spreadsheet information importer:** Enables the import of HSI definition information done in spreadsheet format, see Figure 2 – Spreadsheet Information Importer.

This proposed approach closes the gap between system-level development of abstract UML-like representations and software-level development, also mentioned by Giese et al. [5], Holtmann et al. [6], and Sandmann and Seibt [17] by supporting consistent information transfer between system engineering tools and software engineering tools. Furthermore the approach minimizes redundant manual information exchange between tools and contributes to simplifying seamless safety argumentation according to ISO 26262 for the developed system. The benefits of this development approach are highly noticeable in terms of re-engineering cycles, tool changes, and reworking of development artifacts with alternating dependencies, as mentioned by Broy et al. [3].

The contribution proposed in this work is part of the framework presented in [13] aiming towards software development in the automotive context. The implementation of the approach is based on versatile C# class libraries (dll) and API command implementations to ensure tool and tool version independence of the general-purpose UML modeling tool (such as Enterprise Architect or Artisan Studio) and other involved tools (such as spreadsheet tool and software development framework). The following sections describe those parts of the approach that make key contributions in more details.

### A. AUTOSAR aligned UML modeling framework

The first part of the approach is a specific UML modeling framework enabling software architecture design in AUTOSAR like representation within a state-of-the-art system development tool (in this case Enterprise Architect). A specific UML profile to limit the UML possibilities to the needs of software architecture development of safety-critical systems and enable software architecture design in AUTOSAR like representation within the system development tool (Enterprise Architect). In addition to the AUTOSAR VFB abstraction layer [2], the profile enables an explicit definition of components, component interfaces, and connections between interfaces. This provides the possibility to define software architecture and ensures proper definition of the communication between the architecture artifacts, including interface specifications (e.g. upper limits, initial values, formulas). Hence the SW architecture representation within EA can be linked to system development artifacts and traces to requirements can be easily established. This brings further benefits in terms of constraints checking, traceability of development decisions (e.g. for safety case generation), reuse and ensures the versatility to also enable AUTOSAR aligned development as proposed in [12].

Figure 3 shows an example of software architecture artifacts and interface information represented in Enterprise Architect. As can be seen in the depiction, all artifacts required to model the SW architecture are represented and inherit the required information as tagged values.

![Screenshot of the SW Architecture Representation within the System Development Tool and Representation of the Interface Information](image)
B. BSW and HW Module Modeling Framework

The AUTOSAR architectural approach ensures hardware-independent development of application software modules until a very late development phase and therefore enables application software developers and basic software developers to work in parallel. The hardware profile of the approach allows a graphical representation of hardware resources (such as ADC, CAN), calculation engines (core), and connected peripherals which interact with the software. Special basic software (BSW) and hardware module representations are assigned to establish links to the underlying basic software and hardware layers. This enables an intuitive graphical means of establishing software and hardware dependencies and a hardware-software interface (HSI), as required by ISO 26262. Software signals of BSW modules can be linked to HW port pins via dedicated mappings. On the one hand this enables the modeling and mapping of HW specifics and SW signals, see Figure 4 and on the other hand this mapping establishes traceable links to port pin configurations. A third point is that this HW dependencies can be used to interlink scheduling and task allocation analysis tools for analysis and optimization of resource utilization.

C. Runtime Environment Generator

The third part of presented approach is the SW/SW interface generator. This dll-based tool generates .c and .h files defining SW/SW interfaces between application software signals and basic software signals based on modeled HSI artifacts. In addition, this generation eliminates the need for manual SW/SW interface generation without adequate syntax and semantic support and ensures the reproducibility and traceability of these configurations.

Figure 5 shows the conceptual overview of generated files. The .c and .h files on application software level are generated via a model-based software engineering tool, such as Matlab/Simulink. The files on the basic software level are usually provided by the hardware vendor. While the files referred to in the SW/SW interface layer are generated by our approach.

The generated files are designed in a two-step approach. The first step of the interfacing approach (interface.c and interface.h) establishes the interface between ASW and BSW based on AUTOSAR RTE calls. The second step (AVLIL_BSW.a.c and AVLIL_BSW.a.h) maps these AUTOSAR RTE based calls to the HW specific implementation of basic SW drivers. This ensures independence from implementation of the BSW drivers and also features an AUTOSAR ICC1 approach if needed.

D. Basic Software Configuration Generator

The basic software configuration generator is also part of the dll-based tool, which generates BSW driver specific *.cfg.c files. These files configure the vendor specific low-level driver (basic software driver) of the HW device according to the HSI specifications. The mapping of HSI specifications to low-level driver configuration is hardware and low-level driver implementation specific and needs to be done once per HW device and supported low-level driver package.

E. HSI Spreadsheet Information Importer

The HSI definition requires mutual domain knowledge of hardware and software and is to be a work product of a collective workshop of hardware, software, and system experts and will act as the linkage between different levels of development. Consistency and evidence of correct implementation of HSI can be challenging in case of concurrent HW and SW development and cross-dependencies of asynchronous update intervals. Therefore, this approach enables a practicable and intuitive way of engineering HSI definitions in a spreadsheet tool (Excel) and transforms them to a reusable and versionable representation in the MDB tool (Enterprise Architect). The spreadsheet template defines the structure of the data representation in a project-specific customizable way. On the one hand this enables a practicable and intuitive way of engineering HSI definitions with spreadsheet tools, while their machine- and human-readable notation ensures a cost- and time-saving alternative to the usually complex special-purpose tools, while on the other hand it enables the generation of SW/SW interface files and BSW configurations without the need for a model-based development toolchain in place. Figure 6 depicts the project-independent template structure for HSI definition data preparation.

IV. APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH

This section demonstrates the benefits of the introduced approach for development of automotive embedded systems.
Fig. 6. Example of a project-independent spreadsheet template structure for HSI definition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HSI definition &lt;project/customer logo&gt;</th>
<th>&lt;project name&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. OVERVIEW OF THE EVALUATION USE-CASE SW ARCHITECTURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object type</th>
<th>Element-count</th>
<th>Configurable Attributes per Element</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASW Modules</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSW Modules</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASW Module Inputs</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASW Module Outputs</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASW/ASW Interfaces</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASW/BSW Interfaces</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW/SW Interfaces</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We used an automotive battery management system (BMS) as the use-case for the evaluation of the approach. This use-case is an illustrative material, reduced for internal training purposes and is not intended to be either exhaustive in scope or to represent leading-edge technology.

The definition of the software architecture is usually done by a software system architect within the software development tool (Matlab/Simulink). With our approach this work package is included in the system development tool (as shown in Figure 3). This does not hamper the work of the software architect but enables the possibility to also link existing HSI mapping information to the SW architecture (as shown in Figure 4).

The use-case consists of 10 ASW modules and 7 BSW modules with 19 interface definitions between ASW and BSW and makes use of the 3 fundamental low-level HW functions (digital input/output, analog input/outputs, and PWM outputs). A more complete overview of use-case is given in Table I.

The definition of the 19 HW/SW interfaces with 10 parameters for each SW signal and 13 parameters for each HW pin sums up to 437 parameter configurations within the HSI spreadsheet template or in the MDB tool, which can be used to generate ASW/BSW interfaces and BSW configurations.

This results in the file architecture depicted in Figure 7. With the use of the approach 8 additional interfacing files with 481 lines of code (LoC) source and 288 LoC configuration have been generated.

In terms of getting started with AUTOSAR aligned development or supporting non-AUTOSAR SW development our approach features a smooth first step approach of the ICC1 AUTOSAR and generates an interface layer (similar to AUTOSAR RTE) without relying on full AUTOSAR tooling support. In terms of safety-critical development the approach presented supports traceability links between BSW configurations to HSI information and eliminates the need of manual interface source code rework, which further surmounts the main drawbacks of the ICC1 AUTOSAR approach.

V. CONCLUSION

An important challenge for the development of embedded automotive systems is to ensure consistency of the design decisions, SW implementations, and driver configurations, especially in the context of safety-related development. This work presents an approach which seamlessly describes safety-critical software, from requirements at the system level down to software component implementation in a traceable manner. The available hardware-software interfacing (HSI) information can thus be used to generate basic software (BSW) component configurations, as well as automatic software interface layer generation (interface between application software and basic software). With this aim in mind a framework consisting of a basic software configuration generator and a software interface generator producing .c and .h files for linking ASW and BSW has been presented, which can also be used in combination with a spreadsheet based HSI definition. The main benefits of this enhancement are: improved consistency and traceability from the initial design at the system level down to the single CPU driver configuration, together with a reduction of cumbersome and error-prone manual work along the system development path. Further improvements of the approach include the progress in terms of reproducibility and traceability of configurations for software development (such as driver configurations and SW-SW interfaces).

The application of the presented approach has been demonstrated utilizing an automotive BMS use-case, which is intended to be used for training purposes for students and engineers and does not represent either an exhaustive or a commercial sensitive project. While the authors do not claim completeness of the analysis (due to confidentiality issues), the benefits of the approach are already evident.
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